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University at Buffalo administrators have refused to cover the cost of the recent PhD 
stipend increase, citing an allegedly constrained central operating budget and difficult 
financial straits at UB as a whole. The “PhD Excellence Initiative” remains an unfunded 
mandate with costs falling to individual departments in the near future. In response to this 
situation, the UB Living Stipend Movement commissioned an independent analysis of UB 
finances from Dr. Howard Bunsis, Professor of Accounting in the College of Business at 
Eastern Michigan University (JD, Fordham Law School; MBA and PhD, University of 
Chicago). Professor Bunsis has conducted financial audits of dozens of universities.  
 
 
Highlights of the Report: 
 
Very High Spending on Upper Administration: UB spends a larger share of salaries on 
upper-level administration than any other university in its cohort. If UB spent its cohort 
average, it would save $23.5 million a year. During the surveyed years, the absolute dollars 
and the rates of increase in management annual salaries have increased far in excess of 
faculty salaries. (P. 34) 
 
Lack of transparency: Professor Bunsis has found unprecedented transparency problems 
in UB’s financial reporting. He comments: “the lack of publicly available financial 
information for UB is unlike any of the roughly 100 public universities I have examined.” 
The Administration’s reports to the UB community are self-contradictory, partial, late, and 
insufficiently accessible. Unlike Rutgers, the University of Arizona, and Stony Brook—each 
of which UB has designated as a peer institution—UB does not follow standard accounting 
guidelines in its reports or post multiple budget years. (See pp 3-5.) Consequently, 
Professor Bunsis had to rely primarily on a federal database, the Integrated Postsecondary 
Education Data System (IPEDS), which draws on financial information provided by each 
college or university. IPEDS requires the Administration to designate a cohort of peer 
institutions, making possible clear comparisons. Professor Bunsis’ analysis is thus based on 
information provided by the UB Administration itself. 
 
Overall Financial Health of UB: UB’s deficient reporting of financial data makes it 
impossible for Professor Bunsis to evaluate the usual metrics of institutional financial 
health, such as cash flow, unrestricted reserves, and bond ratings. But these indicators are 
good for the SUNY System as a whole. There is no evidence of a UB budgetary crisis such 
as the one implied by the administration’s refusal to fund the “PhD Excellence Initiative.” (P. 
23 and 28) 
 



State, Tuition, & Fee Revenues: Despite relatively flat State funding, rates of increase in 
tuition and fees strongly outpace inflation rates. This suggests that UB is not in a financial 
crisis. (P. 19) 
 
Cuts in Tenure-Track Faculty: Between 2009 and 2020, as enrollment has increased, the 
Administration has cut both the absolute numbers and the percentage of tenure-track 
faculty. Most alarming, it has cut by 22% the number of assistant professors. (P. 36) 
 
Faculty Salaries: UB faculty salaries are well below peer averages in all categories. Salaries 
of full professors rank 10 out of 13 in our cohort, falling $20,615 below the cohort average. 
(P. 41) 
 
Risky Investments, High Costs, and Low Rates of Return at the UB Foundation: The UB 
Foundation has placed almost half of UB’s endowment in risky securities, without any 
apparent payoff: returns fall substantially short of those that would have been earned in 
safer “plain vanilla” S&P 500 funds. Endowment fundraising costs are extraordinarily high, 
exceeding endowment contributions in 2019. (P. 44) 
 
High Subsidies to Athletics: Because of low revenues and high costs, UB Athletics is 
currently a heavy drain on UB Academics. With a $30.8 million or 76% subsidy of Athletics 
expenses, UB’s academic side provides the highest dollar subsidy and the second-highest 
percentage subsidy in its peer cohort, and also in its MAC Conference. Athletics spending is 
increasing more quickly than other spending, with a huge increase in coaching expenses in 
2017-2018. (P. 51) 
 
Enrollments and Graduation: Some good news: the number of conferred degrees and 
graduation rates are increasing, indicating academic success for numerous students and 
their families over the last several years. (P. 45) 
 
 


